A congruence p on a free monoid X* is said to be infix if each class C of p satisfies u e C and xuy € C imply xy = 1 .
INTRODUCTION
Let X be a finite alphabet and X* the free monoid on X. A subset T of X* is an infix code if u and xuy in T imply xy = 1. A congruence p on X* is said to be infix (resp. f-disjunctive) if each p-class is an infix code (resp. a finite infix code), /-disjunctive congruences, which form a subset of the set of infix congruences, were introduced in [6] and it is, in part, the purpose of this paper to further study these congruences within the broader context of infix congruences. In addition, results analogous to those obtained in [6] for /-disjunctive congruences will be proved for infix congruences.
In §2 we prove some general results on infix congruences. In particular we show that the class of infix congruences is strictly larger than the class of /-disjunctive congruences. We also prove that commutative infix congruences are in fact /-disjunctive and that commutative maximal infix congruences are cancellative.
A congruence p on X* = {ax ,a2, ... , an}* is said to be p-linear if there exist positive integers lx,l2, ... ,ln such that u = v(p) if and only if ¿Z"i=x l¿\u\a = Y^i=xli\v\a , where |tt;|a denotes the number of occurrences of the letter a¡ in the word w . §3 is devoted to the characterization of commutative maximal infix congruences. These turn out to be precisely the p-linear congruences.
Throughout this paper, R will denote the real numbers, Z the integers and N the natural numbers. The length of a word w; e ^* will be denoted by \w\ while the syntactic congruence of a language L over X* will be denoted by PL . Recall that PL is defined by u = v(PL) if, for all x , y E X*, xuy E L if and only if xvy E L . A congruence p will be said to be principal if p = PL for some language L . If /: M -► T is a monoid homomorphism, then ker/ is the congruence defined by u = v(kerf) if f'u) = f(v).
As a general reference we recommend G. Lallement's book [5] .
General results on infix congruences
In [6] , it was shown that, given an /-disjunctive congruence p, there exists a principal /-disjunctive congruence PL with p < PL. Here we prove a somewhat weaker result for infix congruences. Although the proof is similar, we include it for the sake of completeness. We begin with a lemma. Lemma 2.1. Let p be an infix congruence on X*. Then any nontrivial submonoid M of X* meets infinitely many p-classes.
Proof. Suppose M meets only finitely many p-classes, say Wl,w2, ... ,W where wj is the p-class of the word wtE M. Then {wx ,w2, ... ,wn} is a submonoid of X*/p. Hence, w., say, is idempotent, whence wj = wAp).
Since p is infix, w = 1. It follows that for each wi, w¡. = 1 for some k. Hence w¡ -1 for all i. Thus M is the trivial monoid, a contradiction. D Definition 2.2. A language L c X* is said to be dense if X*wX* nL/0 for all tu 6 X*. Theorem 2.3. Let p be an infix congruence. Then there exists a dense language L such that p < PL and the restriction of p to L is PL .
Proof. Let Cx ,C2, ... be the classes of p, so numbered that m(C¡) <m(Cß if / < j where m(C¡) = min{\w\\w E C(}. Let wx < w2 < ■■■ be a total ordering of X+ , the free semigroup on X, and choose a certain subset of the set of all p-classes as follows:
Choose Dx = Ci such that X*wxX* n Ci ¿ 0 and let ax = uxwxvx E Dx. Choose D2 = Ci such that X*axw2X*nC¡2 ^ 0 and let a2 = u2axw2v2 E D2 . Now, by Lemma 2.1, X*a2w^X* meets infinitely many p-classes; hence we may choose £>3 = C( with X*a2wyX* n C¡ ^ 0 and \u2a2w2v2\ < m(D2). Let a3 = uia2w3v} E Di . Having chosen D., 3 < j < n with a. E D¡, a^ = UjCXj_xWjVj E Dj and \uj_xuj_2 ■ ■ ■ u2atj_xw2v2 ■ ■■wj_xvj_x\ < m(Dj), choose D",,=C¡ with X*aw"..X*r\C; / 0 and I« u .
• --u2aw2v2 ■ ■•wnv\ n+\ i"+i n n+\ i"+\ ' ' n n-\ ¿nil n n< < m(Dn+x). Again, this can be done since X*anwn+xX* meets infinitely many p-classes by Lemma 2. We now consider maximal infix congruences and set the stage for a characterization in §3 of commutative maximal infix congruences. Theorem 2.6. Let p be an infix congruence of X*. Then there exists a congruence p containing p such that p is maximal subject to being infix.
Proof. Let &~ = {t | t is an infix congruence, x D p} and let {t(} be a chain in &. Then (j t( is a congruence and if u = puq(\J t.) , then u = puq(x¡) for some i, whence p = q -1. Hence \J xt E SF. By Zorn, & has a maximal element p. D Example 2.7. Referring back to Example 2.5 in the case X = {a ,b} it is easy to show, though tedious, that the congruence p is maximal infix. For, suppose that p is an infix congruence with p^ P ■ There are various cases to consider. We check here only two cases to give the flavour of the other computations necessary to establish the maximality of p. This contradicts the fact that p is infix since u+1 and v + 1 are at least 2. D We remark that the congruence p above is not cancellative. For example ab a = aba(p) but ba ^ a(p). This is in sharp contrast to the situation when the congruence is commutative and maximal subject to being infix. Theorem 2.8. Let p be a commutative congruence maximal subject to being infix. Then p is cancellative.
Proof. Define a congruence p. on X* by u = v(p) if there exists w E X* with wu = wv(p). Clearly p < p and p is a congruence which is cancellative. Suppose now that u = xuy(p). Then there exists w E X* with wu = wxuy(p).
Since p is commutative, uw = wuxy(p), thus proving that xy = 1 since p is infix. Hence p is infix, whence p = p. D We now give an example of a class of commutative congruences which are maximal infix. It will be seen in the next section that this class constitutes all commutative maximal infix congruences. Example 2.9. Let X -{ax ,a2, ... ,an} and let /, ,l2, ... ,ln be positive integers. Let \u\ denote the number of occurrences of a in the word u. Define a congruence p by u = v(p) if ¿Zl¡\u\a. =¿Z^\v\a ■ P is in fact /-disjunctive since the /( are all positive. It is clearly commutative and cancellative. Maximality will be proved in §3. Definition 2.10. A congruence of the type described above will be called plinear.
Given two words u and v in X* we may ask under what conditions there exists an infix congruence p such that u = v(p). Clearly a necessary condition is that neither word be a factor of the other. That this is not sufficient is shown by the following example. showing that p is not infix. At this writing, the author does not know of a necessary and sufficient condition for two words u and v to be congruent modulo an infix congruence. There is however a simple sufficient condition which we prove in Theorem 2.15 below.
Definition 2.12. On X* define the partial order < by u < v if u = uxu2 ■ ■ un , v = vxuxv2u2---unvn+x, uilViEX\
This partial order was studied in [3] by Haines. In particular, he proved that any collection of elements in X* which are incomparable with respect to this partial order must be finite. Definition 2.13 [7] . A subset T of X* is a hypercode if T is a set of incomparable words relative to the partial order < . Theorem 2.14. Let p be a commutative infix congruence on X*. Then each p-class is a hypercode, whence p is f-disjunctive. It is the purpose of this section to prove that the commutative maximal infix congruences are precisely the p-linear congruences defined in 2.10. We begin by proving the easier half of this result. for all k. We may thus assume w.l.o.g. that xx > u, . Similarly, since a23 = a32(p) for all positive k ,
Xi Xi+kli x-t x" U\ ui ui+kli u", , for all k . Thus, again, we may assume that x, > u, , x2 > u2. Continuing in this fashion, we may assume that x¡> u¡, i -I ,2, ... ,n-I. If xn>un,
aia2-an'ai a2 --"n = ÜX «2 ' ' ' ün 00 contradicting the fact that p is infix. Thus assume that xn < un. Since p is cancellative we have Hence p is maximal infix. D
Remark. If p is commutative, cancellative and infix, then p is not necessarily maximal infix. For example, the congruence p defined by u = v(p) if |u|a. = \v\a, for all <a/ el is clearly commutative, cancellative and infix but p < X, X the length congruence.
To prove that every commutative maximal congruence is p-linear, we need several lemmas, some involving ideas from linear topological spaces.
We start with the following simple lemma. We now start proving a series of results which properly belong to functional analysis. We refer the reader to [4] for a more general discussion. .ak be vectors of R" and let 5 be a subset of R containing 0. We shall say that the set {a, , a2, ... , ak} of vectors has property P with respect to S if the following holds: Z)C,Q, = 0 and c, e f or all i imply c( = 0 for all i. Corollary 3.6. Let {ax ,a2, ... ,ak) be a set of vectors of R" having property P with respect to R+ , where R+ denotes the nonnegative real numbers. Then there exists a nonzero vector a such that a-ai >0 for all i. 
